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1 the costs of 
homelessness

facts & 
fIgures

2 homelessness
In los angeles
- 25,686 homeless In l.a.

- 17,687 unsheltered 

- 7,999 sheltered 

- l.a. spends over $100 mIllIon

- up to $87 mIllIon on arrests, 
patrol, mental health aId, 
emergency aId 

Data collected from the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority*



1area for 
case study

homelessness
In los angeles 

- skid row has the largest population of 

homeless people in the nation. 

- Largest collection of unsheltered 

individuals in the nation.

- extremely poor living conditions
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- at risk to traffic injury

- lack of communal amenities 

IE: benches, garden box, 

shaded seating.

- must relocate every 

48 hours. 
è

proposal 
prt.1

b

a

- conversion to community 

housing 

- case studies show 

positive Results

- boosts way of life

- strength in community
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proposal 
prt.2 v.1

v.2v.3

 - Transportable modular housing
 - inflatable / 
expandable v.1
 - Pre-Fabrication v.2
 - Collaborative 
construction / found 
   object construct v.2
 - multiple units for community 
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proposal 
prt.2.1 i

ii

 - Packable living solution

 - Glorified tent in a backpack 

 - Various bags for various issues

 - Bag with bed-frame / air mattress

 - Bag with inflatable structure

 - Bag with constructive tools
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proposal 
prt.3

+

The Integrations of both my design + concept of maker / collaboration house 
+ community living + make rendering joke about not having a rendering.

(really great, lIKe 100% a+ renderIng of modular mobIle housIng communIty In sKId row)
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proposal 
prt.4 a

- Market ability
- Mobile bag housing
- Works for camping
- Exploration
- Emergency purposes 
- Creative housing 

b

c



è
results

2
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- Expandable shelter 

- Compact form, suitcase size

- Easy set up / take down

- Not many separate parts- Mobile Bedframe

- Sleep off the ground

- More setup involved

- Backpack size
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concept 1

A compact, mobile bed 

platform that allows 

the user to get off the 

ground, away from a 

surface that absorbs 

body heat.

A. This is the bag 
when fully taken 
apart into its 
components. 

B. These are the 
components fully 
assembled into 
the bed frame. 

a

b



concept 2

A compact, expandable 

structured tent that 

allows for simple set 

up and take down with 

minimal parts. Small 

suitcase size.

170''
14''

41''

25''


